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ABSTRACT 
 
In order to examine the dynamic response of spacecraft during launch, Coupled Loads Analyses 
(CLAs), which couple a Finite Element Model (FEM) of the spacecraft with a model of the launch 
vehicle, are performed to simulate critical flight events.  For the CLA results to be trusted, it is 
necessary to first develop a high level of confidence in the spacecraft FEM.  This confidence is 
achieved by conducting appropriate test-FEM correlation and update activities making use of data 
gathered during vibration testing of the physical hardware.  One major point of concern is the 
containment of the correlation and update effort in terms of mode count/modal domain.  As such, 
this work is concerned with the assessment of the effectiveness of various target mode selection 
criteria.  Findings are presented for initial investigations conducted using FEM data for a large, 
unique, scientific spacecraft developed by the European Space Agency (ESA).  The work presented 
herein is the initial stage, and a larger study would be required to draw conclusions on the most 
effective means of containing the modal domain for correlation and update activities to those 
natural frequencies/modes which are most likely to contribute significantly in response to flight 
event level loading conditions. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Launch is, from a structural perspective, one of the most challenging phases in the mission of a 
spacecraft.  The interaction of the spacecraft with the launch vehicle is a key aspect of this; 
however, it is not possible to practically test the two systems together.  Thus, in order to determine 
the loading levels experienced during significant flight events, it is necessary to perform analytical 
computations. Coupled Loads Analyses (CLAs) are carried out which couple mathematical models, 
i.e. a Finite Element Model (FEM) of the spacecraft with a model of the launch vehicle, to predict 
response magnitudes.  
For there to be a high level of confidence in the results of the CLA, it is necessary to first validate 
the spacecraft FEM through comparison with test measured data.  This ensures that the 
mathematical model displays dynamic responses representative of the real spacecraft hardware.  
During this validation process, the analytical and experimental results are compared and the FEM is 
updated where necessary to improve its representation of the behaviour of the physical test 
structure.  The FEM correlation and update process can take a considerable amount of time and 
effort and, in certain cases, may result in minimal improvement in the final model. Therefore, it is 
important to ensure that correlation metrics and targets are meaningful, and that the procedures 
applied are as effective and efficient as possible.  As such, this study has been undertaken in an 
effort to assess some commonly applied criteria used to select target modes to be prioritised for the 
focus of correlation activities.  Target mode information from normal modes analysis is to be 
compared against an alternative measure of mode significance under CLA type loading scenarios.  
It will therefore be possible to determine whether the considered popular target mode selection 
criteria are an effective means of isolating the modes which are ultimately the most important to the 
spacecraft during flight. 
In the European Cooperation for Space Standardisation (ECSS) Modal Survey Assessment 
document [1], and corresponding NASA documentation [2], the modal effective mass is 
recommended for use as one indicator of mode importance.  Modal effective mass [3] is among the 
most commonly used target mode selection indicators.  Modes selected through this method are 
likely to have the most significant influence on the overall loads in structure and, in turn, on the 
interactions with the launch vehicle.  Other modes may, however, be extremely significant in terms 
of their effect on the spacecraft equipment.  Local modes affecting particular subsystems but with 
relatively low effective mass, for example excessive vibration of a solar panel, could have serious 
consequences for the operation of the spacecraft and its ability to successfully complete its mission.  
It is therefore important to identify locally, as well as globally, influential modes to correlate. [4, 5] 
In order to highlight modes which result in notable dynamic behaviour in a particular region of the 
structure, parameters other than effective mass may be examined.  Two common methods to 
identify these local modes are the modal kinetic and strain energy fractions, hereafter referred to as 
KEF and SEF respectively.  KEF is an indication of the amount of kinetic energy of the total system 
which is contained in a given subsystem.  Similarly, the SEF is the fraction of the total system strain 
energy which is contained in the dynamics of the subsystem being considered.  These energy 
fractions have been found to identify local modes which may be missed by modal effective mass 
identification due to their minimal impact on the response of the overall structure [4], but which are 
nonetheless critical to the success of the operation of the spacecraft.  It was therefore proposed by 
Chung and Sernaker [4] that both the modal effective mass and the strain and kinetic energy 
fractions should be considered together in order to determine both the important global and local 
modes for selection as correlation targets. 
The aforementioned target mode selection criteria are commonly used as indicators of mode 
significance from normal modes analysis only, with no consideration of the loading scenarios the 
structure under consideration will eventually encounter.  Mode participation (MP), sometimes 
referred to as mode contribution [6], is a means of quantifying the relative importance of modes, in 
the considered frequency range, for given excitations [7].  As such, MP is a means to determine 
which modes are most significant in terms of the final loading conditions to be exerted on the 
structure.  For spacecraft, the CLAs of various flight events are the most relevant dynamic loading 
scenarios to examine.  As such, it was proposed, by Barnett et al [8], that the MP analysis of 
spacecraft responses to CLAs would be an appropriate method to determine ‘CLA critical modes’ 
of the spacecraft structure.   
In this study, the objective is to improve the post-test selection of target modes for correlation.  The 
use of MP analysis here is therefore to develop a measure of ‘CLA critical modes’ against which 
the modes selected from the normal modes analysis, with modal effective mass and/or energy 
fractions, can be compared.  In this manner, it should be possible to determine: whether current 
methods are effective at selecting the modes which are likely to contribute significantly to the 
CLAs; if important modes are at risk of bring omitted or whether too many relatively insignificant 
modes are being identified and distracting the focus of the correlation and update efforts.  The work 
presented herein is an initial case study which aims to form the basis for subsequent, more in-depth 
investigations into effective prediction of mode significance pre-CLA. 
 
2. TARGET MODE SELECTION CRITERIA ASSESSMENT 
 
In order to carry out a FEM-test correlation exercise based on modal parameters, it is important to 
select the target modes of interest which are significant to the structural dynamics and which the 
FEM must represent realistically.  It is the purpose of the correlation and update activity to ensure 
that the FEM and test responses match well for the chosen target modes.  As such, various methods 
exist to aid in the selection of target modes to be given priority for correlation.  Here, conventional 
target mode selection from normal modal analysis of a spacecraft has been conducted using: 
 Modal effective mass 
 Kinetic energy fractions 
 Strain energy fractions 
In addition, a measure of ‘CLA critical modes’ has also been determined through: 
 Modal participation analysis on Aeolus under CLA flight event type excitations 
Comparisons are made to determine whether the conventional methods are effective at identifying 
the ‘CLA critical modes’ of the spacecraft structure. 
 
Modal Effective Mass 
 
The modal effective mass, Meff, is a measure of the contribution of each mode, i, towards the total, 
rigid body, and can therefore be calculated from the following [9]: 
 
Meff𝑖 = εi
2Mii  (1) 
Where Mii is the generalised mass matrix and ε is a scaling factor such that the rigid body mass of 
the structure may be given as:   
Mr = ε
TMiiε  (2) 
 
The resulting Meff values for each mode expressed in the form of a fraction or percentage of the 
structure rigid body properties in each axes direction (3 translational and 3 rotational).  The 
summation of modal effective masses across all modes is equal to the rigid body mass.  In addition 
to its value as a target mode indicator, the modal effective masses from test and FEM can be 
compared for a given mode pair as an additional correlation level assessment technique.  [10] 
 
Strain And Kinetic Energy Fractions 
 
The SEF and KEF may be calculated through application of the equations [9]: 
 
SE =
1
4
({ur}
T[K]{ur} + {ui}
T[K]{ui})  (3) 
 
KE =
1
4
({vr}
T[M]{vr} + {vi}
T[M]{vi})  (4) 
 
SEF =
SEc
SEs
  (5) 
 
KEF =
KEc
KEs
  (6) 
 
Where the subscripts c and s represent the component or full system respectively, K and M denote 
the stiffness and mass matrices.  The subscript r and i represent real and imaginary parts, while u 
and v are the displacement and velocity respectively.  SEF and KEF therefore allow the engineer to 
quantify the distribution of energy within the structure for the modes in the frequency range of 
interest.  Modes with significant percentage of energy confined to a single crucial component or 
substructure may be considered as important enough to include on the list of modes to focus on 
throughout the FEM correlation and update process. 
 
Analysis Of Mode Participation  
 
Mode Participation (MP) is a means to investigate the relative contribution of the modes in a system 
to the overall responses to a given excitation.  This is possible as, for a linear structural analysis, the 
overall response at a given degree of freedom (DOF) is the sum of individual contributions made by 
the modes of the system.  For large structural analysis problems, it is common to perform FEA by 
performing the response analysis in the modal domain; first determining modal parameters through 
normal modes analysis, then subsequently constructing the response to an input based on the 
contributions of those modes.  [9] 
The structural equation of motion can be written as: 
 
[Ms]{üs} + [Bs]{u̇s} + [Ks]{us} = {PS}  (7) 
 
Where, M, B and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively, u the displacements 
and P the applied loads. When assuming undamped/ low damping case, this can be simplified to: 
 
[Ms]{üs} + [Ks]{us} ≅ {PS}  (8) 
 
The following substitution can be used to transform from the physical to the modal domain: 
 
{us} = [Φs]{ζs}  (9) 
 
where Φs are the structure modes and ζs are the modal amplitudes. 
Therefore the equation of motion can be re-written in the form: 
 
[Φs
TMsΦs]{ζ̈s} + [Φs
TKsΦs]{ζs} ≅ {Φs
TPs}  (10) 
 
where the substitution with respect to frequency, ω, can be made as follows: 
 
{ζs} = e
iωt  (11) 
 
{ζṡ} = iωe
iωt  (12) 
 
{ζs̈} = −ω
2eiωt = −ω2{ζs(ω)}  (13) 
 
Therefore the equation of motion becomes: 
 −ω2[Φs
TMsΦs]{ζs(ω)} + [Φs
TKsΦs]{ζs(ω)} ≅ {Φs
TPs}  (14) 
 
Where [Φs
TMsΦs] and [Φs
TKsΦs] are modal (generalised) mass and stiffness matrices respectively.  
As these matrices are diagonal, the equation of motion is now uncoupled.  Therefore, the equation 
of motion may be considered as a series of uncoupled single DOF systems: 
 
−ω2miζi(ω) + kiζi(ω) ≅ pi(ω)  (15) 
 
The summation of the responses of each mode, i, combine to determine the overall response to the 
given input excitation.  The fraction of the overall response, R, at a given DOF for a given input, 
which is attributed to the mode being considered is known as the modal participation or modal 
contribution fraction: 
MPfraction =
Ri
R
  (16) 
 
For small problems, it is possible to calculate all of the MP fractions for all response DoFs and to 
therefore assess the relative contributions of all modes within the considered frequency domain.  
For larger problems the MP fraction may be used to analyse the relative contributions of modes to 
the more critical responses and thus identify the modes of most importance to the structure for the 
applied excitations being investigated. [9] 
Of ultimate importance is to identify those modes which will contribute significantly to peak 
responses in key flight events.  As such, it is those modes excited by CLA level input which must 
be determined.  In order to achieve this, a mode participation analysis is conducted on the spacecraft 
when subjected to equivalent sine input (ESI) applied at the spacecraft-launcher interface.  This ESI 
has been derived from the analysis of CLAs, to envelope the loading levels experienced across the 
considered frequency range for all of the main events of concern. 
Here scaling has been applied such that the mode with most significant contribution to the peak 
response in a given translational direction is given a value of unity.  This allows all of the modes to 
be compared relative to this highest contribution mode. 
 
Example Application Spacecraft 
 
The studies presented herein focus on the large, unique, scientific ESA spacecraft Aeolus, shown in 
Fig.1.  This Atmospheric Dynamics Mission Aeolus spacecraft is intended for global wind-
component-profile observation, and aims to improve weather forecasting.  The spacecraft has a 
mass of ≈1800kg and the FEM consist of approximately 575,000 DOFs.   
 
 
Fig.1. Aeolus in readiness for base-shake vibration test [11] (left) and finite element model (right) 
 
During base-shake sine-sweep vibration tests carried out on the structural thermal model of Aeolus, 
data was collected using accelerometers capturing the response at a measurement point plan of 
approximately 300 DOFs.  The corresponding ≈300 DOFs from the FEM will be considered in 
these investigations.  The responses considered in the modal contribution analysis will be selected 
from these DOFs. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The highest modal effective masses, in the translational directions, for the Aeolus spacecraft FEM 
are summarised in Table 1. 
Mode participation fractions have been analysed for the responses at the test measurement point 
plan to CLA level excitations of the spacecraft.  The relative significance of the modes, in terms of 
contribution to peak responses on the structure, have therefore been determined as described 
previously (see earlier section on theory of mode participation).  Fig.2 gives the participation 
fractions plotted against frequency with modal effective mass (in each translational direction) 
indicated through marker size.  Also indicated on Fig.2 are frequency bands of note; the magenta 
and cyan regions are indicated in the launch vehicle user manual as being significant in lateral and 
longitudinal directions respectively [12], whereas the yellow region also appears potentially 
significant in this study from the observation of the results. 
From Fig.2 it is clear that, as would be expected, the fundamental lateral modes of the structure are 
significant participators in the response to the applied input, and that these can be readily identified 
from observation of the modal effective mass.  Particularly in the lateral directions, it is clear that 
high effective mass modes are likely to be significant participators; however, there are also modes 
with very high participation fractions which appear to have relatively mid-low effective mass 
values. 
 
 
 
 
Z 
Y X 
Freq. 
[Hz] 
Modal Effective Mass [%] 
X Y Z Range 
16.62 0.0 45.3 0.0 
>10% 15.96 42.3 0.0 0.0 
64.35 0.5 0.0 22.9 
85.23 0.0 0.0 8.3 
>5% 
40.94 0.0 6.9 0.0 
55.63 0.8 0.2 6.8 
64.69 5.5 0.1 2.5 
63.86 0.1 0.0 5.4 
84.64 0.3 0.1 3.7 
>2% 
56.94 3.7 0.2 0.0 
41.30 0.0 3.4 0.0 
54.58 2.4 0.1 0.3 
60.00 0.0 0.0 1.8 
>1% 
58.68 0.5 0.6 1.7 
85.01 0.0 0.0 1.5 
48.95 1.5 0.0 0.0 
61.47 0.0 0.1 1.5 
69.60 0.0 1.0 0.0 
Table 1. Aeolus finite element model modal effective masses 
 
 
Fig.2. Participation fractions plotted against natural frequency, with modal effective mass in each 
translational direction (X=blue, Y=green, Z=red) indicated by marker size 
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Some of the significant modes occur in the frequency range between 45 and 60Hz.  It should be 
noted that, in the launch vehicle user manual [12], it is advised that the fundamental longitudinal 
frequency of the spacecraft should be outside this frequency range (which is the case for Aeolus).  
However, here it is seen that a mode with motion most dominant in the lateral X direction is also a 
significant participator in this frequency range.  It is expected that high participation in this 
frequency range is a result of the inputs which have been applied at this frequency to replicate the 
excitations arising from pressure oscillations in the solid rocket motors of the launch vehicle. 
 
 
Fig.3. Mode participation fractions plotted against energy fractions (top: KEF, bottom: SEF), with 
modal effective mass in each direction (X=blue, Y=green, Z=red) indicated by marker size 
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In order to get a more complete picture of the modes being considered, the strain and kinetic energy 
fractions have also been calculated to determine how the energy is distributed within the structure.  
Fig.3 shows each mode, with the participation fractions (plotted on the y-axis) against energy 
fractions (on the x-axis), with the modal effective mass also indicated by the marker size.  It appears 
from Fig.3 that there is a general decrease in mode participation with increasing energy fractions, 
particularly when considering the kinetic energy in the structure.  This suggests that, for the 
measurement point plan used and excitations applied in this case, the more significant modes are 
typically those with energy distributed relatively evenly throughout the structure, rather than 
isolated to specific components.  This could be caused by those modes with a more widely 
distributed energy having more interaction due to coupling with the launch vehicle, or it may be a 
result of the measurement point plan locations considered.   
There are, however, some notable outliers; with high participation modes having a high energy 
fraction in one sub-system of the spacecraft.  The most notable of these outliers could have been 
identified by considering a combination of modal effective mass, energy fractions and the mode’s 
natural frequency.  This is the case as the significant outlying points seem to have higher modal 
effective mass than the majority of modes with similar energy fractions.  And, more markedly, these 
modes seem to correspond to either the 45-60Hz frequency band, or to a frequency of 
approximately 76-79Hz.  The 45-60Hz range is known to be significant, and is identified as such in 
the launch vehicle user manual [12].  The cause of high mode participation around 76-79Hz is less 
clear.  Further investigation is needed to determine whether there is a specific feature of the 
spacecraft causing the high participations at this frequency, or whether it is driven by the launcher 
and CLA load cases.  Once this has been established, it may be possible to use this information to 
better anticipate likelihood of mode participation in CLA, and as such to refine the criteria used for 
future spacecraft target mode selection/prioritisation.  The desired outcome of this continuing study 
is to ensure that FEM correlation activities can be as focussed on those modes most likely to 
contribute to significant responses in CLA type scenarios. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In spacecraft FEM validation for CLA, it is necessary to select the modes of interest, which are to 
be the focus of the correlation and update of the FEM to vibration test measured data.  Common 
methods of target mode selection from normal modes analysis, have been applied to a large, unique, 
scientific spacecraft FEM.  Globally significant modes were determined through observation of 
modal effective masses, while local modes of note were identified through calculation of the strain 
and kinetic energy fractions of the spacecraft sub-systems.   
In addition to the conventional target mode selection criteria, as described above, the modal 
participation in response to CLA flight event level input has also been examined to determine an 
alternative measurement, which aims to give some indication of ‘CLA critical modes’. 
A comparison has been made between the target mode selection criteria values, from normal modes 
analysis, and mode participation fractions, for responses to CLA level input.  These preliminary 
comparisons appear to show that there is value in the current target mode selection methods, 
particularly when applied in conjunction with each other.  Modal effective mass alone failed to 
isolate some of the modes with significant participation.  Once energy fractions were also accounted 
for, these modes were more likely to be predicted as significant. However, counter-intuitively, it 
often appeared that modes with low energy fraction values were those more likely to participate 
significantly in the response to CLA level input. 
It would appear that by considering modal effective mass and energy fractions, together with known 
frequency ranges of excitation, it may be possible to isolate and prioritise modes based on 
likelihood to be significant.  
It is, however, important to note that more in depth investigations are required before final 
conclusions are drawn.  This initial study has focused on one spacecraft and the CLAs for one 
launch vehicle as a case study.  In order to draw overall conclusions on what modes are likely to be 
significant for correlation, it is important to better understand the influence of spacecraft-launcher 
coupling on the load levels experienced. Therefore a subsequent, more in-depth study considering 
different baseline spacecraft, for the same launch vehicle, is planned.  Furthermore, similar studies 
involving other launch vehicles may provide additional insight into whether trends in loading levels 
and significant modes for correlation are more dependent more on the launcher, the spacecraft, 
and/or the interactions of both.   
It should also be noted that judgement has been required in order to establish the best means of 
scaling and applying mode participation analysis, and as such alternative processing of the data may 
reveal trends not found in this initial study.  Similarly, the selection of measurement point plan 
locations and the breakdown of the spacecraft into significant sub-systems for energy fraction 
investigation also require judgement.  More explorations of which responses locations, components, 
and/or sub-structures may be most critical should therefore also be considered before drawing 
overall conclusions. 
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